MoJO Drilling Project Management

For MoJO DMS drilling project management several elements and phases can be identified.

**Elements and phases:**

- **Planning** - Project Definition, Basis of Design, AFE/ Budget, Permits/ Licensing etc.
  We work with the Exploration team to define the project and start the initial design and define all requirements so that a budget AFE can be submitted for approval to the management of the operating company prior to continuing. The planning phase does include enquiring and providing a list of all permits required and starting a site survey. Long lead items are identified at this stage to enable them to be ordered upon project approval.

- **Engineering** - Technical Specifications & Programs, Operational & Safety Manuals
  Casing design, diagrams and cementing programs are done at this stage. These can be based on either client requirements, or best practice based on our own extensive experience. The mud program selection, well trajectory finalization along with other required engineering will be done prior to completing the Drilling Program. An optional testing program may be started at this time.

- **Procurement** - Outline Tendering System & Committee Process, PO’s/SO’s/Contracts
  We perform a review of the client’s contractual requirements and obligations in accordance with local tendering law legislation. Preparation of Bid list definition and Regulatory approval. Issuing of tenders, tender response technical and commercial evaluations, reviews and recommendations. Regulatory liaison for contractual approval of recommended contractors. Contract strategy definition and execution. Contract control, Purchase Order / Service Order generation, Inventory Management, Cost control.

- **Operations** - Drilling, Testing, Completions, Logistics
  We provide all that is required to execute drilling operations successfully, both onshore and offshore. From Dedicated operations planning, execution, cost control, integrated logistics, to project wind down and final well reporting and cost reconciliations.

- **Liaison** - Government / Regulators (Eg. PetroVietnam “PVN” in Vietnam)
  The Team supports discussions with the government and exploration team and ensures adherence to existing petroleum laws.

Knowing and understanding these elements and phases MoJO DMS engineers will put together a general project plan.

**General Project Plan**

Drilling Project Management will be split into discrete modules based on the phases a drilling project moves through. The duration of each module depends on project complexity (eg:
Drilling and Procurement Personnel for design/budget). A general project plan will be presented in a comprehensive chart to enable better understanding of the scope and cost of the project’s management.

Based on the general project plan, the advantages of this approach are immediately clear to our client.

**Advantages of this approach:**

- An experienced and cohesive Drilling Management team with significant experience of planning and executing operations in South East Asia.
- Reduced personnel expenditures (no cost creep due to ongoing incremental staffing requirements).
- Synergies on proven equipment types with the additional possibility of shared backup inventory across multiple clients (if applicable or wanted).
- Easily scaled up and down to manage costs & performance.

Contact us:

**MoJO DMS Limited**
Address: 7th floor, Phuong Tower, 31 Ly Tu Trong street, Ben Nghe Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, SR Vietnam
Telephone: +84 8 3825 6026
Fax: +84 8 3825 6029
Email: enquiries@mojodms.com